A Comparison of the efficacies of differential item functioning detection methods
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Abstract: To ensure the validity of the tests is to check that all items have similar results across different groups of individuals. However, differential item functioning (DIF) occurs when the results of individuals with equal ability levels from different groups differ from each other on the same test item. Based on Item Response Theory and Classic Test Theory, there are some methods, with different advantages and limitations to identify items that show DIF. This study aims to compare the performances of five methods for detecting DIF. The efficacies of Mantel-Haenszel (MH), Logistic Regression (LR), Crossing simultaneous item bias test (CSIBTEST), Lord's chi-square (LORD), and Raju's area measure (RAJU) methods are examined considering conditions of the sample size, DIF ratio, and test length. In this study, to compare the detection methods, power and Type I error rates are evaluated using a simulation study with 100 replications conducted for each condition. Results show that LR and MH have the lowest Type I error and the highest power rate in detecting uniform DIF. In addition, CSIBTEST has a similar power rate to MH and LR. Under DIF conditions, sample size, DIF ratio, test length and their interactions affect Type I error and power rates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tests are tools that contain systematic processes used to evaluate latent traits (Linn & Gronlund, 2000). With the results obtained from the tests, groups with different traits can be compared, and various decisions can be made based on the comparison results. However, if the test items are biased in favor of a group and not fair, the validity of the test is affected (Kane, 2006; Messick, 1989). For this reason, studies on the reliability and validity of the tests are carried out.

One way to ensure the validity of the tests is to check that all items work similarly across different groups of individuals. Differential item functioning (DIF) occurs, however, when individuals with equal ability levels from various groups perform differently on the same test item. In other words, DIF is the differentiation of the probability of subgroups with the same ability to correctly answer the item (Gao, 2019; Hambleton et al., 1991). While determining DIF in bias studies, two groups can be studied as the focus and the reference groups. The focus group is the one in which the negative situations of individuals with the same ability are examined while responding to the item. The group to which the focus group is compared is
called the reference group (Zumbo, 1999). The focus group is also called the minority, and the reference group as the majority (de Ayala, 2009). When comparing the item parameters and the item characteristic curves (ICC) of the groups, it is checked whether they are different.

DIF occurs in two forms: uniform DIF and non-uniform DIF (Mellenbergh, 1983). The item examined in the uniform DIF has a situation where a certain group works in favor of the other group at every ability level. In other words, it is a situation where the percentage of a group answering an item correctly at each ability level is consistently high (Osterlind & Everson, 2009). The ICCs of both groups are different and do not overlap with each other. Uniform DIF is indicated when item difficulty (b-parameters) differs between groups (reference and focus group). In non-uniform DIF, the item studied is in favor of one group in a certain skill level range, while it works in favor of the other group in another ability range (Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Hambleton et al., 1993; Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990). The ICC of both groups are different, but they overlap at some point on the ability (theta) scale. Non-uniform DIF is detected when item discrimination (a-parameters) or both a and b parameters differ across groups.

DIF detection methods are basically classified according to the Classical Test Theory (CTT), which takes into account the observed score group, and Item Response Theory (IRT), which takes into account the latent variable group. Since the test score in the CTT is dependent on the item sample, there are limitations in the generalization of the DIF results. Therefore, there are trends toward IRT in later studies (Embretson & Reise, 2000; Hambleton et al., 1993). When DIF determination methods according to IRT and CTT are compared, the estimation of the item parameters with IRT gives more meaningful results than the CTT, the differences in item functions can be defined more meaningfully by plotting the differences in the IRT compared to the CTT, and it is easier with the IRT than the CTT, to understand whether the item shows DIF or not (Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1996). However, DIF detection methods based on IRT require large sample size and assumptions may be difficult to meet in practice (Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1994). DIF determination methods based on CTT can be preferred because CTT can also be used in small samples and assumptions are easier to meet in practice than IRT.

According to CTT, analysis of variance, chi-square, transformed item difficulty, the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) method, and the Logistic Regression (LR) procedure are some methods for detecting DIF. Some DIF detection methods based on IRT are Lord's chi-square (LORD), Raju's area measure (RAJU), the IRT Likelihood Ratio test (IRT-LR), Lord's IRT Wald test, the crossing simultaneous item bias test (CSIBTEST), and the Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes (MIMIC) model (Camilli & Shepard, 1994; Gao, 2019; Oshima & Morris, 2008). This research compares MH, LR, LORD, RAJU, and CSIBTEST methods. MH and LR methods among CTT methods are the most used methods in research due to their ease of use and interpretation (Kelecioglu et al., 2014). Among the IRT methods, LORD based on chi-square method, RAJU based on ICC and CSIBTEST not requiring item calibration were chosen because they use different procedures.

Mantel-Haenszel method, proposed by Holland and Thayer (1988), is a test statistic based on chi-square. In this method, two levels are used for the item score variable (correct and incorrect response), two levels are used for group membership (focal and reference groups), and k levels are used for the matching variable. It is tested whether the probability of having the correct response for an item at a given level of the matching variable differs between the groups across all k levels of the matching variable (Dorans & Holland, 1992). The MH statistic based on chi-square is computed and logarithmic transformation is applied to facilitate the interpretation of MH results.
Logistic Regression, proposed by Swaminathan and Rogers (1990), can detect uniform and non-uniform DIF within dichotomous data. While determining the DIF with this method, a likelihood ratio is used (Camilli, 2006). Group belonging and total test score are the independent variables, and item score (0,1) is the dependent variable. It uses the total test score to estimate the traits of reference and focal groups and compares their response probabilities considering their ability differences.

Lord’s chi-square, proposed by Lord (1980), is used to simultaneously check the differences in the item parameters between focal and reference groups. The chi-square statistic is calculated using item parameter differences and the variance-covariance matrix for these differences. A decision is made whether to reject or not reject the null hypothesis of no DIF by comparing the chi-square statistic with a critical value.

Raju’s area measure, proposed by Raju (1988), detects DIF considering item characteristic curves. ICC for reference and focal groups are drawn according to the correct response probability, and the areas between these curves are compared with each other.

Simultaneous item bias test (SIBTEST) uses a latent score and does not need item calibration even though it is based on the IRT framework. The crossing simultaneous item bias test (CSIBTEST), proposed by Li and Stout (1996), is an extension of SIBTEST (Shealy & Stout, 1993). It is capable of detecting both uniform and non-uniform DIF, while SIBTEST can detect only uniform DIF.

In the literature, studies exist about the performances of DIF detection methods considering some variables. Holmes Finch and French (2007) compared SIBTEST, LR, IRT-LR, and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) changing different factors. They found no significant differences in Type I error rates within the methods across the values used for the underlying model, group ability, and sample size. In addition, they found that power rates increased with increasing sample sizes and decreased with decreasing percentages of DIF for LR and IRT-LR.

Güler and Penfield (2009) compared LR and a combination of MH and Breslow-Day (BD) procedures called the combined decision rule (CDR) to simultaneously detect both uniform and nonuniform DIF under the condition of different sample sizes and unequal ability distributions for focal and reference groups. Type I error rates and CDR and LR power rates were higher when the sample size was larger. DeMars (2009), Li et al. (2012) and Erdem Keklik (2014) compared MH and LR methods under different conditions. Type I error rates of MH and LR were found to be similar when the reference and focus group ability distributions showed a unit normal distribution. Kim (2010) compared MH, LR, LORD, and the Differential Functioning Item and Test (DFIT). A larger sample size inflated all methods’ Type I error rates, and a longer test inflated the Type I error rates of MH and LR. Lopez (2012) compared the efficacy of CSIBTEST, IRT-LR, and LR. LR showed the highest predictive power and the lowest average Type I error rate. IRT-LR and CSIBTEST showed higher values than the nominal alpha level of .05. Atalay Kabasakal et al. (2014) compared the Type I errors and powers of MH, SIBTEST, and IRT-LR methods by using different values for test length, sample size, percentage of DIF, ability differences between groups, and underlying models. Type I error of SIBTEST and power rates of MH had the highest values. The factors’ main and interaction effects can differentiate the methods’ power and Type I error rates. Gao (2019) compared MH, LR, MIMIC model, Lord’s IRT-based Wald test, IRT-LR, and a Randomization Test based on an R-square change statistic. The MIMIC model had the highest power rates. The LR had higher Type I error rates for larger sample sizes and shorter tests.

When the studies were examined, it was seen that the performances of DIF determination methods were examined by considering some variables. Although many DIF detection models have been developed and extensively studied in binary data, there are still ongoing studies in the literature on the limitations and advantages of these models and under what conditions they
can be used for which data. On the other hand, it is seen in the literature that comparison studies
are done under limited conditions due to their nature (Jodoin & Gierl, 2001; Li et al., 2012; Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1994; Roussos & Stout, 1996). Within the scope of this study, Type I error, and power ratios of methods based on CTT and IRT used in determining DIF were tried to be determined by considering both the main effects and the interaction effects of various conditions. From this point of view, it contributes to the field since the methods used, the conditions used and their levels are differentiated, and also the interaction effects of the factors are discussed together with the main effects. This is the first study in the literature that compares MH, LR, LORD, RAJU, and CSIBTEST methods at the same time considering different sample sizes, test lengths and proportions of DIF items.

In examining the performance of DIF methods, it was necessary to examine the uniform DIF determination processes, which commonly occur in real situations, under the conditions of ability distribution, sample size and sample size ratios, which are especially used by comparison criteria such as Type I error and which can affect the results of DIF analysis. For these reasons, in the presence of a uniform DIF underlying the 3PL model, this paper answers the following questions:

a) How do the Type I error rates of MH, LR, LORD, RAJU, and CSIBTEST methods change in conditions where the sample size is 500 and 2000; test length is 10, 20 and 30; percentage of items showing DIF is 10% and 20%?

b) How do the statistical power levels of MH, LR, LORD, RAJU, and CSIBTEST methods change in conditions where the sample size is 500 and 2000; test length is 10, 20 and 30; percentage of items showing DIF is 10% and 20%?

2. METHOD

This study compares five DIF detection methods using simulation, considering their power and Type I error rates. The model of the research is basic research since it is a research that will contribute to the previous knowledge in the literature by providing information about the performances of MH, LR, LORD, RAJU, and CSIBTEST methods (Karasar, 2021). These DIF methods can demonstrate different conclusions according to different variables (e.g. trait distribution differences, sample sizes, length of the test, ratio of items with DIF, model type, and DIF type). The procedures performed to examine these five DIF methods in this study are presented below.

2.1. Simulation Conditions

A Monte Carlo simulation is utilized to analyze the Type I error rates and power of five DIF detection methods by changing independent variables: the sample sizes for the focal and reference groups, the test length, and the proportion of items showing DIF.

Sample size: Sample size per group can affect DIF detection rates. Hidalgo et al. (2016) indicate that the sample sizes are 250 per group for small size and 1000 per group for large size, and these sample sizes reflect situations in practice. Kaya et al. (2015) state that the small sample size is 250 per group in simulation studies to investigate DIF. Güler and Penfield (2009) identify 200-250 individuals per group as the small sample size and 1000 individuals per group representing the large sample size. Jodoin and Gierl (2001) used 250 per group for small and 1000 per group for large sample sizes in their simulation study. In this study, the sample size was simulated at 250 and 1000 per group for small and large sample sizes, respectively.

Glas and Meijer (2003) and Uysal et al. (2019) used 30 items in their simulation study. In this study, the test length was set at 10, 20 and 30 items, considered short tests in the literature (Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1994).

The proportion of DIF items: The proportion of items exhibiting DIF can affect DIF detection rates similar to test length but in the opposite direction. When the proportion of DIF items increases, DIF detection rates are likely to decrease (Jodoin & Gierl, 2001; Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1996). Demars and Lau (2011) stated that the percentages of DIF items were generally no more than 30%. Narayanan and Swaminathan (1994) indicated that the proportion of items showing DIF was either 10% or 20% in the simulation studies conducted to determine the effect of the proportion of items with DIF. Apinyapibal et al. (2015), Gao (2019), Holmes Finch and French (2007), Jodoin and Gierl (2001), Narayanan and Swaminathan (1996) used 10% and 20% DIF items in their study. In this study, the proportion of DIF items was 10% and 20%. Although these rates have been discussed in other studies, the performances of these five methods considering 10% and 20% DIF items have not been examined previously. The trait distribution (normal distribution), the model type (3PL), and the DIF type (uniform) remain constant in this research even though they also affect DIF detection methods.

In the simulation, sample size (500, 2000), test length (10, 20, 30), and percentage of items showing DIF (10%, 20%) are considered as manipulated conditions, while uniform DIF and 3PL models were considered as fixed conditions.

2.2. Data Generation

Data were generated using the 3PL IRT model which considers the case of answering correctly by chance. Item parameters were obtained through the WinGen3 software (Han & Hambleton, 2014). Tests consisting of 10, 20 and 30 items were created using the distributions of the item parameters obtained from an administration of the TIMSS 2019 paper-based Mathematics Test, a real test application to generate the data. The slope and the location parameters were generated using normal distributions with means of 1.3 and 0.531 and standard deviations of 0.357 and 0.52, respectively; the guessing parameters were set at 0.20 for all items because this parameter is near the upper end of its typically observed range (Reise & Waller, 2002). Lopez (2012) states that guessing is a realistic possibility in many testing applications and it is difficult to interpret the manipulations involving c-parameters in the context of DIF studies. Since fixing the c-parameters reduces Monte Carlo noise, a constant value of 0.20 is used for the guessing parameters.

A normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 was used to generate the ability parameters. The differences between the location parameters of focus and reference groups for DIF items were taken as 0.60. Uniform DIF was simulated by randomly determining items. Items with DIF were applied using WinGen3 thus, 1-0 data were obtained for the focus and reference groups.

The simulation design consisted of 12 DIF conditions in total, which combined three different test lengths, two different sample sizes, and two different proportions of DIF items. Under each condition, 100 replications were made because it is common to obtain stable results (Kim, 2010). Thus, a total of 1200 data was generated. DIF analyses were performed for each data set with the five DIF methods mentioned before.

2.3. Data Analysis

The distributions of the slope and the location parameters obtained from an administration of the TIMSS 2019 paper-based Mathematics Test, a real test application, were determined using ARENA Input Analyser program. The test included number, algebra, geometry, data and probability items and was applied to 8th grade students. According to the results, the slope and location parameters distributions were normal distributions with means of 1.3 and 0.531 and
standard deviations of 0.357 and 0.52, respectively. According to these distributions, the data were generated by the software WinGen3.

The data were analyzed and the methods were compared using dichoDif in the difR package (Magis et al., 2022) for data analysis of the R statistical software (version 4.0.2, R Core Team, 2022). Type I error, and the power rates were used to compare the performances of the methods. Type I error is the decision that the item shows DIF even though it does not actually show DIF. The power is the decision that the item showing DIF is determined as having DIF due to the analysis. Methods with high power rates and low Type I error rates are preferred for determining whether or not an item has DIF. According to Bradley (1978; as cited in Hidalgo et al., 2016), the Type I error rate should be between 0.025 and 0.075. The power of methods should be at least .80 to be sufficient and this criterion is widely used in the literature (Atar, 2007).

To compare the performances of the methods, a one-way ANOVA (assumptions have been met as the data for each group have a normal distribution, and these distributions have the homogeneity of variance) was also used for each study criteria to facilitate interpretations. In addition, factorial ANOVA was used to examine the interaction effects of the factors. The statistical significance findings of the respective analyses and post hoc comparisons were examined.

3. RESULTS

This research compares the DIF detecting methods using Type I error and their power rates under various conditions. For these 1200 data, it was examined whether there were significant differences between the performances of the DIF detection methods. The results in each condition are shown in Table 1.

As seen in Table 1, Type I error rates for small sample sizes in all conditions by MH and LR methods range from .034 to .081 and generally are lower than .075 and higher than .025, while Type I error rates for large sample sizes range from .063 to .174. When all methods are compared according to sample size, it is seen that Type I error rates are higher for large sample sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size (Reference/Focal)</th>
<th>Test length</th>
<th>%DIF</th>
<th>Number of DIF items</th>
<th>MH Type I</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>LR Type I</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>CSIBTEST Type I</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500 (250/250)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.051</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.620</td>
<td>.096</td>
<td>.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.640</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.575</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.625</td>
<td>.058</td>
<td>.620</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.039</td>
<td>.060</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.390</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>.417</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>.440</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 (1000/1000)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.128</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.174</td>
<td>.985</td>
<td>.160</td>
<td>.980</td>
<td>.271</td>
<td>.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.965</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.975</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>.838</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.890</td>
<td>.173</td>
<td>.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>.079</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.093</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.117</td>
<td>.885</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.915</td>
<td>.150</td>
<td>.885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Continues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Size (Reference/Focal)</th>
<th>Test length</th>
<th>%DIF</th>
<th>Number of DIF items</th>
<th>LORD Type I</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>RAJU Type I</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 (250/250)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 (1000/1000)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MH=Mantel-Haenszel, LR= Logistic Regression, CSIBTEST=crossing simultaneous item bias test, LORD=Lord’s chi square ($\chi^2$), RAJU=Raju’s area measure.

Power rates of all methods for small sample sizes are lower than .80 in all conditions and power rates of MH, CSIBTEST and LR methods for large sample sizes are above .80 in all conditions. Power rates of LORD and RAJU for large sample sizes are acceptable values, generally more than .80. When all methods are compared according to sample size, it is seen that power rates are higher for large sample sizes. In addition, the Type I error increases, and the power rate decreases in all methods as the ratio of the item with DIF increases for large sample sizes.

The comparison of the methods depending on the sample size can be seen more clearly in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1. Type I error rates for sample size.
When Figure 1 and Figure 2 are examined, it can be seen more clearly that the Type I error increases and the power ratio decrease in all methods in the large sample than in the small sample. In addition, it is seen that RAJU has the highest Type I error, and MH, CSIBTEST and LR demonstrate significantly higher power rates than LORD and RAJU for both small and large sample sizes.

To facilitate interpretation, analyses of variance (ANOVA) for each procedure by manipulation were applied. The results for Type I error rates and power rates are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

It is found that the average Type I error rates of the methods are significantly different (F(4.5995) = 67.721, p<.05). Post hoc tests show that RAJU demonstrates significantly higher error rates (.146) than the other procedures. Then, it is found that CSIBTEST (.117) produces a significantly higher error rate than other methods except for RAJU. In addition, LR shows the lowest average Type I error rate, but there is no significant difference between MH, LR, and LORD.

Table 2. ANOVA Results for Type I Error Rate by Study Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>df</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>CSIBTEST</th>
<th>LORD</th>
<th>RAJU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>η²</td>
<td>η²</td>
<td>η²</td>
<td>η²</td>
<td>η²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>180.690 *</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>82.666 *</td>
<td>.065</td>
<td>206.370 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>13.275 *</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>13.965 *</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>71.180 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>108.662 *</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>53.230 *</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>114.539 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S*T</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>1456</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>2835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S*P</td>
<td>45015</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>31174</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>74646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T*P</td>
<td>10675</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>16633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S<em>T</em>P</td>
<td>8785</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>5494</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>4601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MH=Mantel-Haenszel, LR= Logistic Regression, CSIBTEST=crossing simultaneous item bias test, LORD=Lord’s chi square (χ²), RAJU=Raju’s area measure. *p<.05
As seen in Table 2, ANOVA results for Type I Error Rate for all procedures show that the main effects of sample size, test length, and proportion of DIF items are significant. Furthermore, significant sample size x proportion of DIF items, test length x proportion of DIF items, and sample size x test length x proportion of DIF items interactions are found for all methods. A significant sample size x test length interaction is found in LORD and RAJU, while it is not a significant interaction effect in other DIF detection methods.

Table 3. ANOVA Results for Type I Error Rate by Study Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>df</th>
<th>MH</th>
<th>CSIBTEST</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>LORD</th>
<th>RAJU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1322.417*</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>1314.089*</td>
<td>.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>91.293*</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>106.056*</td>
<td>.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>110.971*</td>
<td>.085</td>
<td>103.059*</td>
<td>.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S*T</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.249*</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>44.828*</td>
<td>.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S*P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.721*</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>18.436*</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T*P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73.230*</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>55.534*</td>
<td>.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S<em>T</em>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53.690*</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>45.536*</td>
<td>.071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. MH=Mantel-Haenszel, LR=Logistic Regression, CSIBTEST=crossing simultaneous item bias test, LORD=Lord’s chi square (χ²), RAJU=Raju’s area measure.

It is found that the average power rates of the methods significantly differ, too (F(4.5995) = 22.298, p<.05). Post hoc tests show that MH (.708), CSIBTEST (.707), and LR (.708) demonstrate significantly higher power rates than LORD (.601) and RAJU (.628). There are no significant power rate differences between MH, CSIBTEST and LR, and between LORD and RAJU. As seen in Table 3, ANOVA results for power rate for all methods are affected by sample size, test length, and the proportion of items exhibiting DIF. In addition, sample size x test length and sample size x proportion of DIF items are found to be statistically significant for the MH, CSIBTEST, and LR methods, while all other interactions are found to be statistically significant for all methods. The significant test length x proportion of DIF items and sample size x test length x proportion of DIF items interactions are found for all methods.

When the main factors are examined by independent samples t-test and one-way ANOVA, Type I errors and power rates of all methods for large samples are significantly higher than Type I errors and power rates for small samples. Type I errors and power rates of all methods for the shortest test length (10 items) are significantly higher than Type I errors and power rates for others (20 and 30 items), except LORD and RAJU for Type I error rates. For these methods, they are significantly lower than others. However, there are no significant differences for Type I error rates and power rates in all methods between 20 and 30 items, except RAJU (The Type I error rate of 20 items is higher than 30 items). There is a significant Type I error rate difference for RAJU and a significant power level difference for MH between 20 and 30 items. Type I errors and power rates of all methods for 20% DIF items are significantly higher than those for 10% DIF items, except MH and CSIBTEST. There is no significant difference between 10% and 20% for them.

4. DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION

The existence of differential item functioning indicates that some situations need attention in a test. If items show DIF in a test, it indicates that different undesirable factors may affect the feature that the test intends to measure (Shealy & Stout, 1993). Therefore, it is important to identify procedures that can effectively detect DIF.
This study examines the efficacy of five DIF determination methods; MH, LR, LORD, RAJU, and CSIBTEST, considering various conditions. For this purpose, a simulation study was conducted considering real data parameters from an administration of the TIMSS 2019 paper-based Mathematics Test.

According to the results, it is found that the Type I error is low for the MH method and it gives acceptable results under many conditions (Marañón et al., 1997; Shealy & Stout, 1993). Guilera et al. (2013) discussed the Type I error and power of the MH method using the meta-analysis technique and found similar results for the MH method to this study. LR demonstrates the lowest average Type I error rate, and methods show slightly greater error rates than the nominal .075 error rate. These findings support the results of the study by López (2012), which compared the efficacy of CSIBTEST, IRT-LR, and LR. LR had the lowest average Type I error rate, and CSIBTEST and IRT-LR demonstrated error rates that were greater than the nominal .05 level (López, 2012). In addition, no significant differences between LR, MH, and LORD according to Type I error rate are found in this study. These findings are consistent with similar studies in the literature (DeMars, 2009; Erdem Keklik, 2014; Gierl et al., 2000; Rogers & Swaminathan, 1993; Uyar, 2015; Vaughn & Wang, 2010). According to Type I error and power rate, MH and LR have the lowest Type I error rate and the highest power rate. This finding supports the results of the research of Erdem Keklik (2014), which found that the MH and LR methods were similar and had lower Type I errors than IRT-LR when the trait distributions are normally distributed. It can be concluded that MH and LR are more sensitive to detecting items with DIF than other methods in this study.

When the methods are examined under different conditions, it is seen that their Type I errors, and power rates can differ according to the conditions. Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) indicated that the sample size affects the power of DIF detection procedures. In this study, when the small sample is compared with the large sample, it is seen that the Type I error and power ratios are higher in the large sample. Contrary to Holmes Finch and French (2007), these findings are in agreement with DeMars (2009), Güler and Penfield (2009), Li et al. (2012), and Roussos and Stout (1996).

It is expected that longer tests are likely to show more reliable scores. The power of the DIF methods is likely to increase with increasing test lengths (Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1996). However, Guilera et al. (2013) demonstrated that MH for tests with lengths from 20 to 40 items showed lower Type I error and power than shorter tests. In this study, Type I errors and power rates of tests with 20 and 30 items are found to be significantly lower than the shorter test (10 items), which is consistent with Guilera et al. (2013), Kim (2010), Lopez (2012) and Uttaro and Millsap (1994).

Fidalgo et al. (2000) stated that the greater the number of items with DIF, the greater the Type I error. The finding that the Type I error and power rates of all methods increase as the ratio of the item with DIF increases is consistent with the results in the literature (Atalay Kabasakal et al., 2014; Finch, 2005; Guilera et al., 2013; Holmes Finch & French, 2007; Uyar, 2015).

When the interaction effects are examined, it is seen that Type I errors and the power rates differ according to the interactions of test length x proportion of DIF items and sample size x test length x proportion of DIF items for all methods. Type I errors, and the power rates differ according to sample size x test length interactions of the LORD and RAJU. Type I errors differ according to the interactions of sample size x proportion of DIF items for all methods, while the power rates differ for only MH, CSIBTEST, and LR. It can be concluded that the interaction effect of the variables can differentiate the Type I errors and power ratios of the methods. Thus, it is thought that interaction effects should be taken into account when using the methods.

To sum up, when the results obtained from this study and other relevant research results are evaluated together, LR and MH are used as a reason for preference, especially in small samples,
as they have the lowest Type I error and the highest power rate in detecting uniform DIF. It is seen that Type I errors, and power rates of the methods can differ according to the conditions. So, the preferred DIF determination methods should be chosen considering the applied situations and requirements of the theories (e.g. IRT-based DIF detection methods require a large sample size). It can be stated that which DIF methods to use should be decided by considering the conditions. As stated by Kelecioğlu et al. (2014) and Ayva Yörü and Atar (2019), at least two different DIF detection methods are suggested to be used to improve the reliability of the results, as different methods are seen to provide different results in certain situations. The methods to be used can be selected based on the properties of the application, such as sample size, test length etc. (e.g. LR and MH can be used if the sample size is small).

This study examined the efficacy of MH, LR, LORD, RAJU, and CSIBTEST methods considering various conditions. These DIF detection methods and used conditions are limitations of the study. Further studies may compare other DIF detection procedures based on CTT and IRT and the differences between them can be analysed according to Type I errors and their power rates. The sample sizes were 250 and 1000 per group and the proportions of DIF items were 10% and 20%. Different sample sizes and ratios of items with DIF can be used. It would be better comparing especially 10% to 30%. Test lengths were taken 10, 20 and 30 as short test lengths. Short and long test lengths can be also used. The normal trait distribution, the 3PL model type, and the uniform DIF type remain constant. Further studies may examine non-uniform DIF with these procedures by changing the values of slope and location parameters. In addition, different trait distributions and model types (1PL or 2PL) can be researched in the future.
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